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1. Introduction. In [6], R. H. Bing announced the result that Euclidean 3-space

does not contain an uncountable collection of pairwise disjoint wild surfaces. J.

Stallings, in [19], gave an example of an uncountable collection of pairwise disjoint

wild disks in 3-space. In [17] Stallings' construction has been modified so as to

obtain an uncountable collection of pairwise disjoint inequivalently imbedded

disks. In §4 of this paper we consider arcs in 3-space which are locally tame modulo

a compact O-dimensional set. Examples of such arcs have been studied in [1], [3],

[9], [10], [11], and [12]. It is shown (assuming the Continuum Hypothesis) that an

uncountable collection of pairwise disjoint arcs of this type exists which contains

a representative of each imbedding class (under space homeomorphism) of such

arcs.

In §5 we answer, in the affirmative, the following question raised in [8] by Bing :

Given a 2-sphere S in F3, is there a family F of mutually exclusive tame arcs such

that for each point of S at which S can be pierced by a tame arc, there is a member

of F piercing there ?

2. Definitions and notation. We use F" to denote Euclidean «-space, co-

ordinatized in the usual way by a set of mutually perpendicular axes Xlt X2,...,

and Xn, and with points denoted by their coordinates (xu x2,..., xn). If p =

(xi, x2,..., xn) and q = (yu y2.yn), the distance between p and q is p(p, q)

= Œi=i(Xi—yi)2)112- If peEn and e is a positive number, N(p,e) is the set

{// g F " I p(p, p') < e}. If X is a bounded subset of F ", the diameter of X is the least

upper bound of the set of numbers {p(p, q)\ p,q e X}. An e-set is a subset of F"

whose diameter is no more than e. We use Dmax(X) to denote the least upper bound

of the set of numbers which are diameters of components of X. If A' is a subset

of the x^-coordinate plane in F3, Xx [a, b] denotes the set {(xu x2, x3) | (xu x2,0)

g X and a¿x3 ¿è}. The homeomorphism h: En -*■ Fn is an e-homeomorphism if

p(p, h(p)) < e for each p e F\

An arc A in F3 is tame if there is a homeomorphism of F3 onto itself taking A

onto a polygonal arc. Otherwise, A is wild. The arc A is locally tame (locally

polygonal) at the point p e A if p lies in the interior of a tame subarc (polygonal

subarc) of A. Otherwise A is locally wild (locally nonpolygonal) at p. If X is a closed

subset of A and A is locally tame (locally polygonal) at each point of A — X, then
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A is said to be locally tame (locally polygonal) modulo X. For generalizations of the

above concepts, see §1 of [4].

A compact O-dimensional subset M of E3 is tame if there is a homeomorphism

of E3 onto itself taking M into a polygonal arc. Otherwise M is wild. See [5] for

characterizations of tame compact O-dimensional subsets of E3.

The closure of a set X will be denoted by Cl (A"). The notation Int (A") may mean

point set interior, combinatorial interior, or bounded complementary domain.

Similarly, Bd (A") may mean point set boundary or combinatorial boundary.

When seen in context, the usage will be clear in each case.

The setting for the results included here, with one exception, is E3. The exception

is Theorem 5 which generalizes Theorem 4 to En, n > 3.

3. Preliminary results. In this section some results will be obtained dealing

with imbeddings of compact O-dimensional sets in E3, one of which, Theorem 1,

will find application in the following sections.

Suppose C is a polyhedral cube with nâO handles in E3. Then C is the homeo-

morphic image of a closed neighborhood of a bouquet of n circles in E3. If n=0,

interpret "bouquet of 0 circles" as "point". The image of the bouquet under such

a homeomorphism shall be referred to as a center of C. We shall refer to any

bouquet of n simple closed curves in C which is equivalently imbedded in C (under

a homeomorphism of C onto itself fixed on Bd (C)) to a center of C as a central

curve of C. Notice that if K is a closed subset of Int (C), B is a central curve of C,

and e > 0, then there is a homeomorphism of C onto itself, fixed on Bd (C), carrying

K into N(B, e).

Lemma 1. If C is a polyhedral cube with n handles, and A is an arc, then there is a

central curve S of C so that A n S= 0.

Proof. There is a homeomorphism h of C into E3 taking B, a center of C, into

the X!X2-coordinate plane. Let e > 0 be a number so small that (h(B) x [0, e])

c Int (h(C)). There is a positive number 8 á e so that the plane x3 = 8 meets the

set h(A n C) in at most a set of dimension 0, for an arc cannot contain uncountably

many pairwise disjoint open intervals. Using elementary facts from plane topology,

one is able to construct a central curve for h(C), lying in the plane x3 = 8, which

misses h(A n C). The inverse image of this curve, under h, is a central curve of C

which misses A.

Theorem 1. Suppose M is a compact O-dimensional subset of E3, {/IJfL i is a

countable collection of arcs, and e>0. Then there is an e-homeomorphism h: E3 —>E3

such that h(M) n (U("LxAt)=0.

Proof. The set M is definable by cubes with handles (Lemma 4 of [2] or Theorem

2 of [15]). In other words, there is a sequence Mx, M2, M3,... of compact 3-

manifolds with boundary such that
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(1) for each positive integer i, Mi is the union of a finite number of pairwise

disjoint polyhedral cubes with handles,

(2) for each positive integer /', A/i+1c=Int (M¡), and

(3) M=nr.iM.
The homeomorphism « will be the limit of homeomorphisms hx, h2, h3.We

begin the construction of the sequence in this paragraph with the construction of

«j. Since M is totally disconnected, there is a positive integer i(l) such that

Z>max(Mi(1)) < max (1, e). Denote the components of Mia) by C{,.. .,C\m. If

j= 1, 2,..., or «(1), C} is a polyhedral cube with handles. By Lemma 1, Cj has a

central curve S] such that Sj n A1= 0. Let// be a homeomorphism of Cj onto

itself, fixed on Bd (Cj), which moves Mi(1)+1 n Cj so close to Sj thatfjL(Mia}+1 n C/)

n Ax= 0. Let «x: F3 -> E3 he defined by h1(p)=p if p e E3-Mm), h1(p)=f¡-(p)

if pe Cj.

Now suppose that homeomorphisms hu.. .,hm of F3 onto itself have been

defined so that

(4) there are positive integers i(l)<i(2)< ■ ■ ■ <i(m) such that hj\E3 — MiU)

= «/_1|F3 — Mi<n, where y'= 1, 2,..., or m and «0 is the identity on F3,

(5) />max(«,(AF0))) < 1// if 7= 1, 2,...,orm, and

(6) h¿Mw+1) n (U/=1 Ai)=0,ifj=l,2,...,or m.

Let /(/M + l) be an integer greater than i(m) such that F>max(«m(Mi(m+1)))< l/m + l.

Denote the components of hm(MHm+1)) by Cï1 + 1,..., CZmliy If 7=1, 2,..., or

«(«2 + 1), Q" + 1 is a cube with handles and Cf + 1r\ (\Jf=1 A{)= 0. By Lemma 1,

Cf +l has a central curve Sf + x such that ST + 1 ̂  Am+1= 0. Let fp + 1 he a homeo-

morphism of Cf+1 onto itself, fixed on Bd (Cf + 1), which moves «m(Afi(m+i)+i)

r\Cf + 1 so close to Sf + 1 that fp + 1(hm(Ml(m+1)+1) n Cf + 1) n Am+1= 0. Let

«m+1:F3^F3 be defined by hm+1(p) = hm(p) if p e E3-Miim+1), hm+1(p) =

ff + \hm(p)) ifp e «~\Cf + x)- The homeomorphismshu ..., hm+1 satisfy conditions

(4)-(6) above, so the construction of the sequence may be continued in the fashion

described here.

It is not difficult to show that « = lim {«¡} is a homeomorphism. The set M is

carried by « onto the set r)¡°=1h(Mi). For each positive integer/ h(MUj)+1)

= hj(Mi(j}+1) fails to intersect Uí = i^¡> so h(M) fails to intersect (Ji"i ^i-

Since « acts as the identity on E3 — Mim and DmaK(Mia)) < e, h is an e-homeo-

morphism.

Corollary 1. Suppose M is a compact O-dimensional subset of F3, e>0, and A

is a subset ofE3 which is contained in the union of a countable collection of arcs. Then

there is an e-homeomorphism « : F3 -> F3 such that h(M) n A = 0.

An example of a set A satisfying the hypothesis of Corollary 1 is the union of all

straight lines which are parallel to a coordinate axis and intersect a coordinate

plane in a point all of whose coordinates are rational. Applying Corollary 1, we

obtain the following result.
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Corollary 2. If M is a compact O-dimensional subset of E3, and e > 0, then there

is an E-homeomorphism h: E3 -> E3 such that if(xx, x2, x3) 6 h(M), then at most one

of the numbers xx, x2, x3 is rational.

One might wonder if the conclusion of Corollary 2 could be strengthened to

conclude that all of the numbers xx, x2, x3 are irrational. The following shows that,

in general, it can not be.

Theorem 2. If M is a compact O-dimensional subset of E3, then M is tame if

and only if there is a homeomorphism h: E3 -*■ E3 such that if (xx, x2, x3) e h(M),

then the numbers xx, x2, x3 are irrational.

Proof. If M is tame, there is a homeomorphism hx: E3 -> E3 such that hx(M)<=-L,

where L is the straight line through the point (n, n, 0) parallel to the x3-axis. By the

analog of Theorem 1 on the real line, there is a homeomorphism h2:L^L such

that if (n, n, x3) e h2hx(M), then x3 is irrational. Let n3 be a homeomorphism of

E3 onto itself such that n3 restricted to L is h2. Then h = h3hx carries M onto a set

of points of the form (n, n, x3) with x3 irrational.

Now suppose M is compact and O-dimensional and that h is a homeomorphism

of E3 onto itself such that (xi, x2, x3) e h(M) implies xx, x2, x3 are irrational. Let

(xx, x2, x3) e h(M) and e he an arbitrary positive number. If / is 1,2 or 3, let r[

and r2 be rational numbers such that xi-e¡4<rix<xi<r2<xi + E¡4. The set C=

{(x'x, x2, x3) | r{5jx('ár2, i'=l, 2, 3} is a polyhedral cube of diameter less than e

containing (xx, x2, x3) in its interior and having no point of h(M) on its boun-

dary. By Theorem 3.1 of [5], h(M), and hence M, is tame.

Corollary 3. If M is a compact O-dimensional subset ofE3 and the set of points

of M which have a rational coordinate is closed and tame, then M is tame.

Proof. Let N={(xx, x2, x3) e M \ xx or x2 or x3 is rational}. By Theorem 2,

M is locally tame modulo A. By Theorem 6.1 of [5], M is tame.

Lemma 2. Suppose {M¡}¡°= x is a countable collection of compact O-dimensional sets

in E2, a and b are points of E2— {J¡°= x Mu and J is a simple closed curve containing

a and b. Then there is an arc ab such that Int (ab) <= Int (J) and ab n ((J¡™ i M¡) = 0.

Remark. The proof of Lemma 2 to be given here involves the concept of simple

chains. For definitions of this and other terms, one is referred to Chapter 3, pp.

105-119, of [14].

Proof. By the classical Schoenflies Theorem, we may suppose that J is the unit

circle in E2. Let Ax he a polygonal arc from a to b so that Int (A^^lnt (J) and

Ax n Mx = 0. As a convention, let us suppose that all arcs with end points a and

b are linearly ordered from a to b. Then Ax is the union of a finite collection

A\,..., v4n(1), of straight line intervals such that
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(1) if 7= 1, 2,..., or n(l), then the diameter of Aj is less than 1,

(2) the intersection of any pair of intervals A\,..., AniX) is either empty or an

end point of each, and

(3) if 1 ̂ 7<A:^n(l), thenp e Int (A)) implies that/? precedes each point of A\.

If 7= 1, 2,..., or n(l), there is an open disk dj containing A) such that

(4) Cx: d{,..., d\a) is a simple 1-chain from a to b,

(5) if7=2, 3,..., or n(l)-l, dj^lnt (J),

(6) (\J?}\dl)nMx=0,and

(7) if7=1, 2,..., or n(l)-l, dj n dj+x is an open disk.

There is a polygonal arc A2 from a to b such that

(8) \nt(A2)^\nt(J),

(9) Aa<z\Jf^ldt,
(10) if p e A2 precedes q e A2 and p and q are in the same link of Cx, then every

point of A2 between p and q also lies in the link, and

(11) A2r\M2=0.

The arc ^42 is the union of a finite collection A\,..., Ali2) of straight line intervals

such that

(12) ify'=l, 2,..., or n(2), then the diameter of Af is less than 1/2,

(13) the intersection of any pair of intervals A\,..., A2(2) is either empty or an

end point of each,

(14) if 1 ?íj<k-¿n(2), then p e Int (Af) implies that p precedes each point of

A%, and

(15) ifj= 1, 2,..., or n(2), there is an integer k such that A2<^d\.

If /= 1, 2,..., or n(2), there is an open disk df containing A2 such that

(16) C2: d2,..., <Z2(2) is a simple 1/2-chain from a to b,

(17) if7 = 2, 3,..., or n(2)- 1, df^lnt (J),

(18) (U?iV«2)nM2=0,

(19) if7= 1, 2,..., or n(2) — 1, df n df+x is an open disk, and

(20) C2 is a refinement of Cx running straight through Cx.

Continuing in this manner, we construct simple chains Cx, C2, C3,... such

that

(21) Ck: dk,..., dkm is a simple 1/A>chain from a to b,

(22) if7 = 2, 3,..., or n(k)-l, df^lnt (J),

(23) (U?Lkl df) n Mk= 0, and

(24) Ck+X is a refinement of Ck running straight through Ck. By the proof of

Theorem 3-15, pp. 116-117 of [14], ab=OkD=x ({J?ík¡ dk) is an arc from a to b.

By condition (22) satisfied by the simple chains Cx, C2, C3,..., Int (ab)<^lnt (J),

while by condition (23), ab n (U™= i Mt)=0.

The proof of Lemma 2 shows that, in En(n â 2), the complement of a countable

union of compact sets of dimension less than n - 1 is arcwise connected. An example

given by R. H. Bing in the case n = 3 (Theorem 6.3 of [5]) shows that there may be

no polygonal arcs in this set.
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4. Arcs locally tame modulo a compact O-dimensional set.   If A is an arc in F3,

the wild set of A, denoted by W(A), is the set {p e A \ A is locally wild at p}. The

tame set of A is the set T(A) = A— W(A). Note that W(A) is closed, T(A) is open

(relative to A) and A is locally tame modulo W(A). In this section we shall consider

only those arcs A for which W(A) is a compact O-dimensional subset of F3.

Subsets H and F of F3 are said to be equivalently imbedded in F3 if there is a

homeomorphism «: F3 -» F3 such that h(H) = K. This notion induces an equiv-

alence relation on the nonempty subsets of F3, where the sets H and F are

equivalent if and only if H and K are equivalently imbedded in F3. We use C(H)

to denote the equivalence class of H under this equivalence relation. It is easy to

see that if A is an arc and F g C(A), then W(B) e C( W(A)). The converse is, in

general, false. By [12], there are uncountably many equivalence classes of arcs

which are locally tame modulo an end point. By [11], there are uncountably many

equivalence classes of arcs which are locally tame modulo an interior point. Since

every Cantor set M lies on an arc which is locally tame modulo M, it follows from

[18] that there are uncountably many equivalence classes of arcs which are locally

tame modulo a Cantor set.

The result to be proved in this section is that there is a collection {Aa} of pairwise

disjoint arcs in F3 so that if A is an arc in F3 with a compact O-dimensional wild

set, then some member of {Aa} is a member of C(A).

Theorem 3. There is a collection {Aa} of pairwise disjoint arcs in E3 such that if

A is an arc in E3 with W(A) a compact O-dimensional set, then there is an A' e {Aa}

suchthat C(A') = C(A).

Proof. The theorem is to be proved by giving a constructive process for building

the collection {Aa}. Assuming the Continuum Hypothesis, the disjoint equivalence

classes of arcs locally tame modulo a compact O-dimensional set can be well-ordered

so that each class is preceded in the ordering by only countably many classes. The

construction of {Aa} is begun by simply choosing a representative of the first class

in the well-ordered sequence. To show that the construction may be continued

through the sequence, suppose C(B) is an equivalence class of arcs locally tame

modulo a compact O-dimensional set and that the arcs {A^fL x have been con-

structed as pairwise disjoint representatives of the classes preceding C(B); a

member of C(B) shall be constructed in F3-(IJr=i At). The element of C(B) in

F3 — (Ui" i At) will be constructed by adjusting F as described below.

By Theorem 1, there is no loss of generality in supposing that W(B)<^E3

—(Ui" i ¿d- By Theorem 1 of [16] we may also suppose that B is locally polygonal

modulo W(B). Then T(B) is the union of a countable number of straight line

intervals. It is not hard to show that there is a homeomorphism of F3 onto itself

which is fixed on W(B), moves intervals of T(B) onto intervals, and end points of

intervals of T(B) into E3-((J¡°=1 A^. We denote the image of B under this

homeomorphism by B'.
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Denote the intervals of T(B') by Ix, Z2, Z3,-There is a null-sequence of poly-

hedral 2-spheres Sx, S2, S3,... such that

(1) Sn n B' consists of the end points of Z„,

(2) lnt(In)^Int(Sn),and

(3) Snn Sm= 0 if In n Zm = 0, Sn n Sm is the common end point of Z„ and Zm

ifZnnZm^0.

For each n, there is a plane P„ containing Z„ and intersecting each element of

{v4t}j°l j in at most a compact O-dimensional set. Denote the end points of Z„ by an

and Z>n. Let Hn be an arc from an to ¿>n lying in Pn n (Int (5„) u {an, bn}) and so that

(Int (Hn)) n Zn = 0. By Lemma 2, there is an arc Kn in P„ so that (1) Kn n ((J/l i y4¡)

= 0, and (2) Int (Zin)c Int (Zn u ZZn). It is clear that the arc (B-\JZ=1In)u

(Un=i Kn) lies in C(B) and misses U«°°=i A-

5. Piercing 2-spheres with tame arcs. The 2-sphere S in E3 is said to be pierced

by the arc ab at the point /? e S if

(1) Sr\(ab)=p,

(2) p e Int (ab), and

(3) a and 6 lie in different complementary domains of S.

Since each point of S is arcwise accessible from both Int (S) and Ext (S), S can be

pierced by an arc at each of its points. However, an example described in [10]

shows that there may be points of S at which it is impossible to pierce S with a tame

arc.

In [8], Bing showed that each 2-sphere in E3 can be pierced by a tame arc. David

Gillman showed, in [13], that the set of points at which a 2-sphere cannot be pierced

by a tame arc is a O-dimensional F„ set.

Theorem 4 below provides an affirmative answer to a question raised by Bing

in [8].

Theorem 4. Given a 2-sphere S in E3, there is a family F of mutually exclusive

tame arcs such that for each point of S at which S can be pierced by a tame arc,

there is a member of F piercing there.

Proof. The collection F is to be constructed in much the same way as the

collection {Aa} was constructed in the proof of Theorem 3. The crucial step is in

proving that the following statement is true : If {A^ x is a countable collection of

pairwise disjoint tame arcs each of which pierces S, andáis a point of S—(\J¡°= x At)

at which S can be pierced by a tame arc, then there is a tame arc A c E3 — ({J¡°= x A¡)

which pierces 5 at p.

Under the above conditions, let ab he a tame arc which pierces S at p and

whose end points, a and b, lie in E3 — (Ui" 1 A)- The point a is supposed, without

loss of generality, to lie in Ext (S). Let n: E3 -*■ E3 he a homeomorphism of E3

onto itself carrying ab onto a straight line interval. There is a plane P containing

h(ab) so that P intersects each element of {^¡}¡" 1 in at most a O-dimensional set.
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Let A' be an arc in F n (Ext («(S))) from h(a) to h(p) so that A' n (U," 1 h(A^j) = 0

and let A" be an arc in F n (Int («(S))) from h(b) to «(/>) so that A" n ((Jt°i i «(4))

= 0. Since yF u A" lies in F, ,4' u A" is a tame arc which pierces h(S) at «(j?)

and which lies in F3-((Ji"i KA,)). Let A=h~\A' u ^i").

If S is an («— l)-sphere in En, and «> 3, then S can be pierced by a tame arc at

each of its points. From the above proof we obtain the following

Theorem 5. If S is an («— l)-sphere in F", and « > 3, then there is a family F of

mutually exclusive tame arcs such that S is pierced at each of its points by a member

ofF.
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